New measurements have been made of the reflectances of single crystals of Ag and of Ag films in the (3.5-30)-eV range. The data were analyzed with the Kramers-Kronig method and the resultant dielectric functions were compared with those in the literature and with recent calculations. We find all structures previously seen, and a new weak peak at 11.5 eV. Our magnitudes for ε2 are in considerably better agreement with those of the calculated spectra than are those in the literature. Second-derivative spectra of the absorption coefficient have been calculated and compared with previously measured thermotransmission spectra, showing the latter to arise primarily by temperature-dependent broadening. 
INTRODUCTION
The optical properties of the noble metals have played an important historical role in our understanding of the optical properties and electronic structures of metals. Despite this, the optical "constants, " by which we mean the complex dielectric function, E' =E'i+ie2, As the surface of such a polished sample is strongly strained, we see then the effects of strain, which decreases and smoothes the vuv reflectance. On the other hand, since any overlayer is absorbing in the 15-eV range, we can then assert that in this range an ideal surface gives the highest reflectance. (This justifies the method used to test our chemical polishing. ) We now compare our experimental curves in (ii) The reflectance of the film evaporated on glass is consistently higher than the reflectance of the film deposited on a "clean" crystal (not shown in Fig. I 
